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The objectives of this guide are: 

To provide an insight into establishing virtual studios, some of the challenges 
to be faced and an overview of the type of solutions that are available on the 
market 

To introduce the integrated family of products that RT Software provide for vir-
tual studio requirements. 

To explore the detail of some ‘areas for consideration’ when looking at a virtual 
studio solution from RT Software and to introduce the benefits of such a  
solution. 

overview 
Chromakey techniques 

Trackerless virtual studios 

PTZ encoded head virtual studios 

Full freedom of movement virtual studios 

Augmented reality 

Important considerations 

Audio and other considerations 
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Introducing the world of Virtual Reality Studios 

A virtual studio is a synthetic,      

three-dimensional computer 

generated environment.  

As an extension of the standard 

chromakey technique to replace a 

green or blue screen with another 

background, the virtual studio 

enables the computer model 

“camera” to change in perspective 

synchronously with the studio 

camera as it performs movements 

and focal changes. 

Essentially, all the movements and 

lens changes made by the studio 

camera are replicated 

instantaneously by the virtual 

camera within the three-

dimensional computer model.  

What the virtual camera “sees” as 

it replicates the movements of the 

studio camera is sourced as the 

video that replaces the green/blue 

screen. 

There are technical imperatives for 

creating virtual studios, and most 

of them include the following 

components: 

Blue/green screen                                       

The physical blue-green screens 

provide the correct saturated 

colours that allow the replacement 

of them downstream in the video 

signal. 

Camera tracking and sensor 

hardware  

Camera tracking uses either 

optical or mechanical 

measurements to create a live 

stream of data describing the 

exact perspective and position of 

the camera.  

Real-time rendering software                    

Real-time rendering software uses 

the camera tracking data and 

generates a synthetic video image 

of a 3 dimensional virtual studio. 

Vision Mixer                                                  

A vision mixer and/or a chroma-

keyer then combines the video 

from the camera with the video 

from the real-time rendering 

software to produce a final video 

output. 

 

A major difference between a 

virtual studio and the blue screen 

special effects used in movies is 

that the computer graphics are 

rendered in real time, removing 

the need for any post production 

work, making it an exceptional 

and flexible tool for live television 

broadcasts. 

There are a range of virtual studio 

approaches that can be 

considered. The following text 

presents these in approximate 

order of cost and complexity, 

highlighting the unique benefits 

to each approach that the RT 

Software tOG-VR system can 

provide. 

We then briefly explore the 

options for enhancing your virtual 

studio experience and some 

important considerations when 

embarking on a project. 

The RT Software solutions for 

virtual studios are based on our 

LIVE rendering engine.  

Introduction 
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Common Approaches to creating Virtual Studios 

With a “locked-off” or static camera 

there is no physical movement of the 

studio camera , but there is a clever 

technique that can be applied to 

introduce drama and movement into  

shots by manipulating the virtual 

rendering camera instead. 

Bill-boarding technique                         

Bill-boarding creates some of the 

illusion of full freedom of camera 

movements and yet only needs the 

same hardware set up as a static 

camera virtual studio. 

The effect is achieved by bringing the 

chroma keyed video of the presenter 

into the rendering PC and inserting it 

on a plane (or bill-board) in the 

computer generated virtual set. tOG-

VR’s virtual camera can then be 

animated to create this illusion of 

camera movement. 

To the viewer, however, it just looks 

like the studio camera is moving, 

although closer inspection reveals the 

presenter is always perpendicular to 

the camera. 

 

 

With good direction, design and 

execution and subtle camera moves 

high production values can be 

achieved with no extra hardware for 

those studio productions on a modest 

budget. Our tOG-VR product includes a 

software matte keyer and support for 

up to 4 cameras. 

Static camera Virtual Studio and Bill-boarding 
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Common Approaches to creating Virtual Studios 

This builds on the previous approach, 

but instead of a fixed camera, the 

camera is equipped for PTZ 

movement. An encoded head sends 

position data to the 3D graphics 

system so the computer generated 

model moves synchronously with the 

camera movements. tOG-VR2.5d is our 

product for this requirement. 

Its key advantages is that the camera 

movement is more engaging for 

viewers than bill-boarding, adding 

real camera movement perspective on 

the presenter and delivering zooming 

in close in full studio camera quality. 

The solution does though have the 

additional cost of the PTZ heads.  

Lens Calibration                                     

When working with any type of 

virtual studio that supports variable 

zoom and focus on the studio lens a 

lens file needs to be generated. This is 

a map of the lens imperfections 

created in the rendering PC. Without 

a good lens file, the real presenter 

and the virtual studio often look like 

they are moving relative to each other 

when the camera moves; an effect 

known as swimming. 

 

 

 

 

 

A few years ago 

generating a lens file was a 

specialist job involving sending 

lenses away at substantial 

costs. tOG-VR includes a 

simple procedure that allows 

this to be done by a studio 

engineer in the customers 

studio. 

With our solution, lens 

calibration is a procedure 

that needs to be done 

just once for each lens /camera body 

combination.  Loading a previously 

created lens files into tOG-VR when 

swapping lens or cameras is a trivial 

procedure. 

Encoded Pan, Tilt and Zoom Heads (PTZ) 
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Common Approaches to creating Virtual Studios 

This supplements the PTZ movement 

of the camera with more elegant 

movements. Depending on the exact 

camera tracking technology deployed, 

this can include tracks, pedestal 

cameras and even hand held 

camera’s. tOG-VR3d is our product for 

this requirement. 

This approach is the most engaging 

of all the virtual reality studios as it 

delivers the most realistic perspectives 

and movements. But with such 

elegant effects and flexibility comes 

the cost of the camera tracking 

equipment on top of the other costs 

already discussed. With RT Software 

your investment will be worthwhile as 

we support the full range of 

approaches already discussed in this 

document. 

RT Software Camera Tracking 

Technology Partners                                                      

The camera tracking technology 

chosen has a huge impact on both 

the cost of the project and the look 

and feel of the virtual studio. 

RT Software does not manufacture 

the camera tracking equipment, but 

works with any supplier that provides 

information on the tracking data 

protocol used. 

 

Full Freedom of Movement Virtual Studios 

Our recommendation 
Existing RT Software partners for tracking technology include: 

In order to minimize project risk, RT 

Software will work with you to select 

the camera tracking technologies that 

meet your production requirements.  

It is possible and indeed usual to mix 

the technologies so, for example, have 

a camera on a track supplemented by 

two PTZ encoded heads on tripods. 
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Common Approaches to creating Virtual Studios 

Augmented Reality 
Augmented reality is the placing of computer generated virtual 
graphics into a real scene. The graphic can be static, animated or  a 
video source. This only requires one rendering PC per camera. 
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Enhancing your Virtual Studios 

Chromakeyers 

Chromakeying is an integral part of a 

virtual studio. The traditional 

approach is to use an external 

hardware chromakey. This allows a 

customer to use locally sourced and 

supported products at a price and 

performance level that meets project 

requirements.   

tOG–VR based solutions include a 

software chromakeyer and also a 

matte keyer that approaches and at 

times equals the quality of a hardware 

chroma-keyer. This means significant 

cost savings  not just on hardware 

chroma-keyers but also video and 

audio delays. We are more than 

happy to provide demonstrations of 

our software keyer capabilities. 

Lighting 

Lighting is critical in virtual studios, as 

is the setting up of the chroma-

keyers. The two are linked as lighting 

needs to be set up correctly and in a 

constant manner around the working 

area of the talent in order to obtain a 

consistent key. 

 

Video Delay  

The rendering of the virtual studio 

introduces a delay that will need to be 

considered. There are hardware 

options in the rendering PC that can 

reduce this.  

If using external chroma-keyers, as 

opposed to the software keyers 

included, then the video of the keyed 

presenter will need to be delayed the 

same amount as the computer 

rendered studio (so circa 5 frames 

depending on the hardware). The 

same delay will also need to be added 

to the audio feed. 

With tOG-VR’s ability to handle audio 

pass through and when using RT 

Software’s software chroma keyer and 

on board linear keyer then the video 

delay and audio delay is handled in 

the render engine. The resultant 

composited video SDI output of the 

presenter and virtual studio from LIVE 

will have the studio audio 

synchronized with the video. 

Video in the Virtual Studio 

As the video is simply a texture within 

the tOG-VR system, it can be used for 

graphical effects. The most popular is 

a virtual video screen, but in addition 

the video could be applied to an 

animated object (perhaps wrapped 

around a spinning globe that 

explodes).   

tOG-VR provides options for handling 

video.  It supports up to 7 SDI feeds 

depending on hardware and, with 

sensible consideration of the 

resolution, many streaming mpegs 

can be displayed concurrently in a 

scene 

Screen Overlays  

LIVE can render the foreground text 

and tickers on the virtual studio 

rendering PCs.  However, we advocate 

a separate, dedicated system to 

handle this. In order to encourage this 

and reduce project costs we offer 

Swift which is an affordable and easy 

to use overlay system.  

 

Expertise 

When deciding on a virtual studio or 

augmented reality solution provider it 

is worth taking a moment to consider 

their expertise.  RT Software and it’s 

founders have been delivering award 

winning content since their BBC news 

and Election days in the 1990’s. 

Important considerations 
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Enhancing your Virtual Studios 

Audio 

Sound effects - such as a sound to 

accompany a virtual video screen 

rising out of the studio floor, can be 

generated on the rendering PC or the 

master control PC in 3 ways: 

• Standard 3.5mm stereo jack 

from the PC. 

• Additional audio board, 

typically with balanced XLR 

connectors. 

• In addition, sound effects can 

be controlled on remote devices 

via GPI.  

The rendering or master PC can use 

the GPI output on the DVS card or be 

fitted with a dedicated GPI card and 

the GPI signal can be sent from a 

queue point within the graphic 

automatically. 

Audio  is supported either as audio 

pass-through when handling SDI 

feeds or by using the on-board audio 

hardware options for streaming 

mpegs. 

If the software chromakeyer is used in 

tOG-VR then the studio audio can be 

passed through with the video, 

removing the need for an external 

audio delay. There is no audio mixer 

in tOG-VR so any additional sound or 

effects required will need to be added 

externally to the system. 

Delays 

When using an external hardware 

chromakeyer then the studio audio 

must be delayed by the same number 

of frames as the video.  

Talkback  

If the presenter chooses to have his 

own audio on his talkback then this 

audio delay can cause a disorienting 

effect. To prevent this it should be fed 

from his local source. Typically the 

gallery prefers to have the audio in 

synch with the output video so this 

should be isolated from the 

presenter’s talkback. 

Design and Implementation 

Design & implementation is based 

around the included Edit-3d creation 

tool. This supports the import of 3D 

objects with the Autodesk® FBX® 

technology. FBX is one of the most 

widely used and supported, platform-

independent, 3D data interchange 

solutions around. Our FBX import 

options allow designers the freedom 

to conceptualise, visualise and 

capitalise on their workflows by using 

the most popular and powerful 3D 

content creation applications on the 

market – such as Autodesk Maya, 

Autodesk 3D, studioMax, Lightwave 

and Cinema4d – to design their 

masterpieces and simply export them 

to Edit-3d and into the real-time 

environment. A full set of primitives 

compliment the modelling toolset. 

FBX import options include embedded 

multi sub-object materials, position 

and scale information, animated 

object transforms, camera moves and 

lights. 

 

All the popular image formats are 

supported for importing tif, tga, jpg, 

mov, avi, bmp and png. Bitmaps can 

be used as backgrounds, cyces, and 

virtual tv screens as well as textures 

on 3D objects. 

tOG-3d’s powerful animation features 

allow keyframes on nearly every 

parameter of an object, from material 

and colour changes, transforms on all 

axis and even the amount of 

duplicates that form arrays.  

tOG-3d’s timeline and editors provide 

all the flexibility demanded by the 

most meticulous 3D broadcast 

designers around, with full curve edit 

capabilities, out of range cycles and 

user scripting with Ruby. 

And because it’s all real-time there’s 

no waiting for a test render to check 

vital frames, just scrub the timebar for 

instant feedback to fine-tune complex 

moves or material properties. 

Audio and other considerations 
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Summary and conclusions 

In this document we have presented 

an introduction to the world of virtual 

studios and the benefits that the RT 

Software family of tOG-VR based 

products can bring. 

The different approaches to virtual 

studios... 

We started by looking at the simplest 

of the approaches: Chromakeyed 

virtual studio. A cost effective method 

that our tOG-VR product can enhance 

better than the competition, but not 

as engaging as more expensive 

approaches. 

Then next step up is the static camera 

virtual studio approach that can 

provide a far more realistic result. 

With tOG-VR this can be significantly 

enhanced with “Bill-boarding”—the 

ability to make a static camera in a 

small studio look like it is on a crane 

in a large one.  

Static cameras can be dull for the 

viewer and “Bill-boarding” suffers 

from pixilation when zooming in with 

the virtual camera and the twisting of 

the presenter with the virtual camera 

moves. 

The above approaches can be 

achieved with just our tOG-VR 

software. The more advanced 

approaches then presented all need 

our more advanced specialist VR 

software and investment in third 

party hardware, which increases the 

overall cost, but delivers significant 

visual benefits. 

The first of these approaches is the 

pan tilt and zoom (PTZ) virtual studio 

approach, where a fixed position 

camera is fitted with an encoded 

head that feeds back the ptz 

information to the tOG-VR system. 

The top of the range approach is the 

full freedom of movement virtual 

studio approach. This builds on the 

above approach with the use of 

advanced camera tracking systems, 

such as cranes, tracks and moving 

pedestals.  

For this you need the tOG-VR3d 

product which integrates with all the 

leading tracking technology suppliers 

to give the most effective virtual 

reality studios in the market.  

Advantages of tOG-VR 

We know from tests and from our 

customers that LIVE is a highly 

efficient rendering engine that can 

handle complex virtual sets with ease. 

The ability to easily import from 

preferred design tools such as 

StudioMax and Maya means set 

design work can be easily 

subcontracted, and that the sets 

themselves come into the tOG-VR 

system with little modification or 

simplification needed. 

In addition we support custom 

shaders such as Mental Mill so special 

effects such as frosted glass can be 

easily created. This means sets can 

look more engaging and if needed, 

believable, for the viewer.  

It also supports techniques such as 

environment or cube maps meaning 

reflections can be added to objects to 

give added realism. 

Being PC based means low cost 

hardware and our IT approach means 

easy integration to remote systems 

perhaps for election results, game 

show results or 3rd party control  

Conclusion 

Whatever your virtual reality 

requirement, RT Software can help 

you implement the best solution for 

the budget you have.  

We have experience and a great track 

record of successfully designing and 

delivering virtual studios to the 

leading broadcasters in the world, 

and will be pleased to support you to 

implement yours. 

About RT Software 

By post 
RT Software Limited, Unit 6, Hurlingham Business Park 
Sulivan Road, LONDON, SW6 3DU, United Kingdom. 
 

By phone or email 
Phone: +44(0)207 384 2711 
Email: sales@rtsw.co.uk or support@rtsw.co.uk 
 

Through one of our local resellers 
Our resellers are trained to provide you with local 
support. Please see the partners page on our web site. 

 
 

Provides real-time 3D graphics solutions  
for all on air requirements including VR studios, sports ,  
news, elections, entertainment and academia.   
 

Founded in 2004 and privately funded, its award winning 
founders had spent many years working for the Computer 
Graphics department at the BBC. 
 

Based in London in the United Kingdom.  
The company operates globally through a network  
of trained value added resellers. 
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